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This is Linda Tuckerâ€™s firsthand account of her journey into the mysteries of the most sacred

animal on the African continent: the legendary White Lion. This book reveals the knowledge and

ceremonies of Old Africa and the overwhelming love that has driven her every action to save these

magnificent beasts, against formidable oddsâ€¦After being rescued from a life-threatening encounter

with lions in the Timbavati game region by a medicine woman known as the â€œLion Queen,â€•

Linda embarked on a journey into the mysteries of the White Lion. It is a mystical journey into the

knowledge and ceremonies of Old Africa, in which humans and lions are able to cross the species

barrierâ€”in accordance with the most guarded secrets of Ancient Egypt and humankindâ€™s

greatest riddle, the sphinx. Scientists in our day have established that humankindâ€™s most

significant evolutionary leap occurred as a result of our ancestorsâ€™ interaction with great cats.

The White Lion is a genetic rarity of Panthera leo, and occurred in just one region on earth:

Timbavati. Today White Lions form the center of the notorious â€œcannedâ€• trophy hunting

industryâ€”hand-reared captive lions, shot in enclosures for gross sums of money. By contrast,

shamans believe that killing a â€œlion sun godâ€• is the ultimate sacrilege. How the human species

treats such precious symbols of God in nature may determine how nature treats the human species.

Whether we view them as prophetic â€œLions of Godâ€• or simply as rare genetic mutations, the

story of the White Lions is a true legend unfolding in our own extraordinary times.
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the way the write wove the stories of these people, their beliefs, the correlation of the birthplace of

the White Lions and the Spinx...and Solomon's temple...all on the same longitudinal line was

absolutely fascinating.

I found this is a very insightfull book which has helped me to greatly expand on the pictures that I

have always upheld regarding both wild animals and African Shamanism. Reading it has helped me

to put in their place, several pieces, to the great puzzle which is life. I honour you, Linda Tucker, for

the enormous work you have done toward the establishment of White Lions in the wild, your

courage, and unfailing ability to be led by your own observation and experience in coming to

insightful conclusions. I strongly recommend this book to anyone who has a heart and an interest in

mystical enquiry.

I found this book to be fascinating especially since it's a true story. The way it delves into the past

and unknowns such as the pyramids and hidden rivers is very intriguing. I plan to read it again soon.

I heard about this story from a friend who travelled to Africa to train with Linda Tucker. It is an

amazing story! Beautiful animals that need a place to be free to live. I recommend it!

This book is a really good book consisting of the survival of white lions. It tells a remarkable tale of

her journey into the saving of these lions.

Loved this book. Written well. Now have a new respect for this awesome creature and what it

represents to those of us following a spiritual path.

Lovely book but wanted to get to the part of the story of the white Lions sooner, there are alot of

character information although relevant some what long winded in places. still reading this one.

I found this book to be fascinating, heartbreaking, intriguing and it gives us a lot to think about how

we treat animals and the consequences to our planet! Can't wait to go and visit.
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